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ed Astronomiche, Universita` of Palermo, Palermo, ItalyABSTRACT Human neuroserpin (hNS) is a serine protease inhibitor that belongs to the serpin superfamily and is expressed in
nervous tissues. The serpin fold is generally characterized by a long exposed loop, termed the reactive center loop, that acts as
bait for the target protease. Intramolecular insertion of the reactive center loop into the main serpin b-sheet leads to the serpin
latent form. As with other known serpins, hNS pathological mutants have been shown to accumulate as polymers composed of
quasi-native protein molecules. Although hNS polymerization has been intensely studied, a general agreement about serpin
polymer organization is still lacking. Here we report a biophysical characterization of native hNS that is shown to undergo
two distinct conformational transitions, at 55C and 85C, both leading to distinct latent and polymeric species. The latent
and polymer hNS forms obtained at 45C and 85C differ in their chemical and thermal stabilities; furthermore, the hNS polymers
also differ in size and morphology. Finally, the 85C polymer shows a higher content of intermolecular b-sheet interactions than
the 45C polymer. Together, these results suggest a more complex conformational scenario than was previously envisioned,
and, in a general context, may help reconcile the current contrasting views on serpin polymerization.INTRODUCTIONHuman neuroserpin (hNS) belongs to the serpin serine
protease inhibitor superfamily. It specifically inhibits tissue
plasminogen activator (tPA) in nervous tissues, where it is
mainly expressed (1,2). hNS is held to play an important,
yet poorly understood, role in learning, memory, and
synaptic plasticity (3,4). So far, five pathological hNS muta-
tions have been characterized as being responsible for an
autosomally dominant disease known as familial encepha-
lopathy with neuroserpin inclusion bodies (FENIB). This
disease results in early-onset dementia and epilepsy, with
each mutated variant giving rise to different degrees of
severity (1,5). As reported for other serpins, in vivo the
pathological mutations lead to the formation of latent and
polymeric forms that accumulate intra/extracellularly (6).
The biophysical properties of two known hNS pathological
mutants, Ser49Pro and Ser52Arg, have been reported (7–9).
In particular, it was shown that Ser49Pro is thermally less
stable than the WT protein (7,9), whereas the Ser52Arg
variant is as stable as wild-type (WT) hNS but is a very
poor tPA inhibitor (8).
All serpins (composed of 350–400 amino acids) are glob-
ular proteins typically characterized by a long exposed
polypeptide loop, termed the reactive center loop (RCL),
that carries a recognition sequence for the target protease.
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0006-3495/10/11/3402/10 $2.00molecule undergoes a large conformational change whereby
the cleaved RCL is inserted (intramolecularly) as the fourth
b-strand (called s4A) of the adjacent A-sheet (10). During
this conformational change, the protease remains covalently
bound to the RCL and is dragged to the opposite pole of the
serpin molecule (~70 A˚ away). Additionally, the bound
protease active site is sterically distorted, preventing hydro-
lysis of the acyl-enzyme complex almost indefinitely
(weeks) (11). In this respect hNS is an exception, since the
hNS/tPA complex is stable for less than an hour (7,12,13).
During the conformational change from the native to the
RCL-cleaved form, a consistent stabilization of the serpin
molecule takes place, yielding a cleaved form that is hyper-
stable (14). In contrast, the native uncleaved serpin is
considered to represent a metastable conformation (2).
Uncleaved serpins can display a second conformation,
known as the latent form, that can be produced in vitro
from the native serpin molecule by heating, chemical treat-
ment, or pH change (2). The latent and cleaved serpin forms
share the same gross structural organization, whereby the
RCL (intact in the latent form) is inserted as strand s4A in
the A-sheet, and fold stability (2). Different levels of laten-
tization have been reported. Usually, in the fully achieved
latent form, the RCL is totally inserted into the A-sheet
and the nearby short s1C strand unfolds (15) (Fig. 1).
However, cases in which the RCL is only partly inserted
into the A-sheet have been reported (15–17). Furthermore,
the structure of an a1-antichymotrypsin mutant has been
shown to adopt an aberrant conformation (known as the
d conformation) whereby the RCL is partly inserted and
the loop between helix hF and s3A fills the lower part ofdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.09.021
FIGURE 1 Cartoon representation of native hNS (pdb code 3F5N).
b-Strands belonging to the A- and C-sheets, RCL, and helix F are labeled
according to the accepted serpin nomenclature. (A-sheet is shown in yellow,
B-sheet in blue, and C-sheet in cyan; helices are purple, and coils, including
RCL, are shown in green online).
Monomeric and Polymeric Neuroserpin 3403the A-sheet (18). Since in the latent form the RCL is
not accessible to proteases, latent serpins are inactive as
inhibitors.
Although the serpin monomeric forms have been structur-
ally well characterized through crystallographic analyses
(19), the assembly principles for serpin polymerization are
still a matter of debate. In all current polymer models the
RCL is mainly held responsible for bridging neighboring
serpin molecules, yielding long strings of linked protein
molecules (beads-on-a-string). More specifically, several
pathological serpin polymers are thought to be formed
in vivo via the insertion of the RCL, as strand s4A, into
the A-sheet of a neighboring serpin molecule (20). Other
models have also been proposed; for example, it was
recently suggested that the RCL and the following strand
s5A are both involved in the intermolecular swap mecha-
nism (21) (in the primary neuroserpin sequence, strand 5A
starts right after the end of the RCL (which in cleaved and
latent forms becomes strand 4A). Nevertheless, despite the
relevance of serpinopathies for human health, the finedetails of polymerization and the precise identification of
the serpin regions that are actually swapped in the polymers
are still debated (6).
Here we present a biophysical characterization of four
molecular species of native (uncleaved) hNS that were
isolated under different experimental conditions. Based on
hNS thermal and chemical melting experiments, dynamic
light scattering (DLS), and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), our results highlight an ensemble
composed of two distinct hNS latent forms and two bio-
physically and morphologically different hNS polymeric
species that, to our knowledge, have not previously been
reported for any known serpin. These observations have
implications for the poorly understood serpin polymeriza-
tion mechanisms and may reconcile, at least partly, the
currently contrasting models for pathological serpin poly-
merization.MATERIALS AND METHODS
hNS expression and purification
For this study, hNS was purified to homogeneity according to a previously
published procedure (13).Production of different hNS forms
Latent-45 and polymer-45 were produced by incubating overnight hNS
(0.05 or 0.5 mg/mL) at 45C in 10 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl, pH 8.0. The
two species were then separated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC,
Superdex 200 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK). Similarly,
latent-85 and polymer-85 were produced by incubating hNS at 85C for 2 h.Circular dichroism
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on a J-108 spectropolarim-
eter (Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a Peltier-type temperature-control
system. Quartz cuvettes of 0.1 cm path length and a protein concentration of
0.25 mg mL1 were used. Typically, scans were acquired in 0.1 nm steps
over a 205–260 nm wavelength range with a time constant of 0.5 s, a
2 nm bandwidth, a scan rate of 10 nm min1, and baseline-corrected by
subtracting a buffer spectrum. Molar ellipticity per mean residue, [q]
in deg.cm2 dmol1, was calculated from the equation [q] ¼ [q]obs
mrw/10lC, where [q]obs is the ellipticity measured in degrees, mrw is the
mean residue molecular mass (113.7 Da), C is the protein concentration
in gl1, and l is the optical path length of the cell (in centimeters). Thermal
unfolding curves were recorded in temperature mode at 220 nm and
216 nm, from 25C to 100C, with a scan rate of 1.0 K min1. Melting
temperature values were obtained by fitting the data to a single titration
curve using GraFit 5 (Erithacus Software, London, UK). Protein denatur-
ation by guanidinium hydrochloride (GdHCl) for the monomeric forms
was obtained after 30 min incubation at room temperature in the presence
of different amounts of the denaturant. The following denaturing conditions
were used: 0–6 M GdHCl, 10 mM TRIS/HCl (pH 7.40), 50 mM KCl, and
enzyme protein concentration of 0.25 mg/mL. The samples were subse-
quently analyzed by SEC in the presence of different concentrations of
GdHCl to assess whether suboptimal concentrations of GdHCl would
trigger the formation of hNS oligomers. As a result, only monomeric
species were observed (data not shown). (GdHCl)-induced denaturation
was monitored by CD, and [GdHCl]1/2 values were obtained by fitting
the data to a single titration curve using GraFit 5.Biophysical Journal 99(10) 3402–3411
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Monomeric and polymeric samples were loaded onto native polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) slabs consisting of a 7.5% acrylamide
resolving gel and a 5% stacking gel. The native gels were run at 90V in stan-
dard sample and running buffers on ice to prevent sample denaturation and
polymer dissociation. The gel was then stained with Coomassie brilliant
blue R250.
Characterization of polymeric species
Details on the GdHCl-induced denaturation, transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM), DLS, and FTIR spectroscopy performed in this work are
available in the Supporting Material.FIGURE 2 (a) Temperature ramp of native hNS followed through the
far-UV CD signal at 216 nm. In the first segment hNS was heated from
20C to 70C (upper trace, green online) and then cooled down to 20C
(middle, purple online). In the third segment hNS was heated to 95C
(middle, blue online) and again cooled down to 20C (lower trace, red on-
line). The two transitions are highlighted and labeled T1 and T2, respec-
tively. (b) The CD spectra recorded after each step of the temperature
ramp are shown at 20C (upper spectrum, blue online) after being heated
at 70C (middle, red online) and 95C (lower, green online). (Inset) The
same samples analyzed by native PAGE.RESULTS
Native neuroserpin
The biophysical characterization of native hNS was initially
performed by means of far-UV CD analysis. First, the vari-
ation of molar ellipticity at 216 nm was monitored during a
temperature ramp (20–95C), following the approach of
Belorgey et al. (7). The recorded CD signal highlighted two
consecutive transitions with a contained change of molar
ellipticity (data not shown).
To gain better insight into the nature of hNS behavior upon
an increase in temperature, we performed a more complex
temperature ramp (Fig. 2 a). A native hNS sample was first
heated to 70C and then cooled down to the starting temper-
ature of 20C. The same hNS sample was then heated up to
95C and then cooled down to 20C. After each step of the
temperature ramp, the samples were cooled and a far-UV
CD spectrum was recorded, and a native PAGE was run in
parallel (note that only the monomeric fraction is shown in
Fig. 2 b, because the polymeric species did not enter in the
gel). As shown in Fig. 2 a (upper trace, green online), the
CD data highlight a transition at T1/2 ¼ 56.4 5 0.2C
(T1 in Fig. 2 a), matching the Tm ¼ 56.65 0.3C reported
by Belorgey et al. (7). A second, smaller change in molar
ellipticity was observed at T1/2 ¼ 87.0 5 0.9C (T2 in
Fig. 2 a) when the same sample, which was first cooled
down to 20C, was subsequently heated to 95C (Fig. 2 a,
middle trace, blue online). Of interest, a similar transition
(at 89.45 0.4C)was observed byOnda et al. when they per-
formed temperature ramp studies on the hNS latent form (9).
Contrary to what was previously hypothesized (7), the CD
spectra indicate that hNS is folded at each temperature, and
that only minor structural changes take place (Fig. 2 b).
Moreover, the observed molar ellipticity changes (Fig. 2 a)
indicate that at 56.6C and 87.0C hNS undergoes (con-
tained) structural transitions that increase the overall
secondary structure content. It is worth noting that both tran-
sitions are irreversible: when hNS is cooled down, either
from 70C or from 95C, the observed molar ellipticity
does not match the signal recorded before the thermal ramps
(Fig. 2 a, middle and lower traces, purple and red online).
Finally, in the native PAGE, shown in Fig. 2 b, the threeBiophysical Journal 99(10) 3402–3411samples show the typical behavior for native and latent ser-
pin in the sample at 20C and samples cooled down from
70C and 95C, respectively.
Because the stability of native hNS cannot be assessed by
temperature ramp experiments, due to the irreversible inter-
conversion events discussed above, we tested the stability
of protein against chemical denaturation. Fig. 3 a shows
the profile of native hNS unfolding in the presence of GdHCl,
resulting inCm¼ 2.95 0.1M.An independent chemical un-
folding experiment (see Fig. S2) performed at 222 nm shows
that native hNS unfolding is a two-step process (Cm¼ 3.05
0.1M), as previously shown for hNS and other serpins (8,22).
Finally, at subdenaturating concentrations of the denaturant
FIGURE 3 (a) Chemical unfolding of native hNS (circles), latent-45
(squares), and latent-85 (triangles), followed through far-UV CD at 216 nm
by increasing concentrations of GdHCl (for a more thorough unfolding curve
of native hNSandpartial unfoldingcurves for latent forms followedat 222nm,
see Fig. S2). (b) Thermal unfolding (monitored through far-UVCDat 216 nm)
of native hNSwith 1MGdHCl, latent-45with 2MGdHCl, latent-85with 3M
GdHCl, polymer-45 with 2 M GdHCl, and polymer-85 with 3 M GdHCl.
Monomeric and Polymeric Neuroserpin 3405(1 MGdHCl), hNS loses its native fold in a single CD transi-
tion (at T1/2 ¼ 50.55 0.1C).
To investigate how the described transitions might be
related to hNS latent and polymeric forms, and to trigger their
formation, hNS was incubated for 12 h at 45C in agreement
with previously reported protocols (7). Subsequently, and in
consideration of the observed conformational transition at
85C, a native hNS sample was independently incubated at
85C for 2 h. As a result, both incubation protocols high-
lighted the appearance of one monomeric and one polymeric
species. The two species resulting from each incubation
protocol were separated by SEC, which showed that the
monomeric species eluted at a column volume comparable
to that of native hNS, whereas the polymeric forms eluted
in the dead volume of the column, thus displaying a size
of R600 kDa. Since both monomeric forms isolated
(at 45C and 85C, respectively) proved inactive as tPA
inhibitors, were uncleaved (data not shown), and showed
a mobility in native PAGE typical of latent forms as
compared with a sample of native hNS (Fig. 4 c, inset),
they were classified as latent hNS (hereafter called latent-
45 and latent-85, respectively; analogously, the two
polymeric forms isolated from the two protocols are referred
to as polymer-45 and polymer-85). A time-course analysis by
native PAGEof hNS incubated at 45C and 85C showed that
although the hNS polymeric fractions initially behaved simi-
larly to previously described hNS polymers (Fig. S3 a), at the
end of the two incubations the polymers were too large to
enter the native PAGE run. The incubation times (12 h at
45C and 2 h at 85C, respectively) ensured that the polymer-
ization process could be completed without affecting the
overall hNS fold (see Fig. 4 b and 6 b). Because all four
species were stable under the conditions employed here,
we were able to prepare/isolate and further analyze them
by far-UV CD and SEC as detailed below. Moreover, to
investigate the nature of the polymer-45 and -85 species,
we also employed DLS, FTIR, and TEM approaches.Latent-45
A thermal ramp on a latent-45 sample showed a change in
molar ellipticity at T1/2¼ 83.95 0.1C, close to previously
reported values for latent hNS (9) (Fig. 4 a). The far-UV CD
spectra of this species at 20C and 95C are very similar
(Fig. S1), indicating that latent-45 retains the hNS overall
fold. Moreover, the change in ellipticity observed at
83.9C for latent-45 seems to correspond to the one
observed at a 89.4C by Onda et al. (9) in the thermal
ramp of latent hNS; however, in contrast to native hNS,
latent-45 does not display any CD signal change in the
50–60C temperature range.
Latent-45 was later chemically unfolded by GdHCl: it
unfolds at higher GdHCl concentration compared with
native hNS (Cm ¼ 3.5 5 0.3 M; Fig. 3 a). Such different
behavior between native and latent hNS is in keeping withBiophysical Journal 99(10) 3402–3411
FIGURE 4 (a) Temperature ramps of hNS latent-45, latent-85, polymer-
45, and polymer-85 in the 20–95C temperature range, monitored through
far-UV CD at 216 nm. (b) Far-UV CD spectra of native hNS, latent-45,
polymer-45, latent-85, and polymer-85 are superimposed (online: native
hNS is blue, latent-45 red, polymer-45 green, latent-85 purple, and poly-
mer-85 cyan). (Inset) Native PAGE of native hNS (N), latent-45 (L45),
and latent-85 (L85).
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gradient PAGE (9), and with the general behavior of latent
serpins that are definitely more stable than their native coun-
terparts (for a review see (2)). Combining GdHCl with a
temperature ramp, latent-45 unfolds with a Tm of 66.9 5
0.1C in the presence of 2M GdHCl, showing once more
a distinctly higher stability than native hNS (Fig. 3 b).Latent-85
The thermal and chemical stability of latent-85 were as-
sessed as described above for latent-45. In contrast to
what was observed for native hNS and latent-45, the
latent-85 thermal ramp (20C to 95C) did not lead to any
observable change in CD signal (Fig. 4 a), suggesting that
through the incubation at 85C hNS reached its ultimate
stable conformation. The latent-85 chemical stability in
GdHCl is slightly higher than that of latent-45, with a
Cm ¼ 3.65 0.1 M (Fig. 3 a). It is noteworthy that the three
monomeric hNS species did not reach the same level of
unfolding: latent-45 and (even more so) latent-85, retained
a residual structure in 6 M GdHCl. Such a resistance to
chemical denaturation was previously observed (23).
Although unfolding of native hNS is in fact a two-step
process, the first minor unfolding step is not observable
for either of the two latent species (Fig. S2). Finally, a mixed
thermal/chemical approach did not result in unfolding of
latent-85. A 20–95C temperature ramp run in the presence
of 3 M GdHCl did not lead to any unfolding signal, high-
lighting qualitatively the remarkable stability of this hNS
species (Fig. 3 b).
Once latent-45 and latent-85 were completely unfolded
and then refolded, they displayed a mobility in native
PAGE typical of native hNS (Fig. S3 b).Polymer-45
As mentioned above, incubation of native hNS at 45C also
resulted in the formation of a polymeric species, in keeping
with previous reports (9). Both polymer-45 and -85 were
biophysically characterized following the approaches em-
ployed for the latent forms. A thermal ramp monitored by
far-UV CD of polymer-45, from 20C to 95C, did not
suggest the occurrence of major conformational readjust-
ments (Fig. 4 a), in agreement with findings by Onda
et al. (9), and the polymer was not dissociated into its
monomeric components (data not shown). We then used
SEC to follow the chemical depolymerization/unfolding of
polymer-45 induced by GdHCl. A series of polymer-45
samples were incubated with increasing amounts of GdHCl
for 30 min at room temperature before they were indi-
vidually loaded onto the column. Fig. 5 shows the
disappearance of polymer-45 (three independent experi-
ments of depolymerization were carried out, and the stan-
dard deviations are shown as error bars). The GdHCl
FIGURE 5 Chemical depolymerization of polymer-45 and polymer-85
by increasing concentrations of GdHCl. The black line with triangles and
the dashed line with open circles show the polymer-85 and polymer-45
dissolution, respectively. Standard deviations are shown as error bars.
Monomeric and Polymeric Neuroserpin 3407concentration at which 50% of polymer-45 (C50%pol) was
dissociated was estimated as 2.7 5 0.1 M. The SEC runs
at increasing GdHCl concentrations show that the two
main species present during the depolymerization were the
monomer and the polymer; however, a nonnegligible
shoulder accounting for the presence of species with higher
molecular weight is evident (Fig. S4 a). Remarkably,
although some intermediate species between the polymeric
and monomeric forms are visible, the depolymerization
process mainly shows a cooperative behavior in which the
polymer and monomer are the most represented forms,
with very few intermediate oligomers (Fig. S4 a).
The combined effect of GdHCl and temperature was also
analyzed. Polymer-45 unfolds with a Tm ¼ 77.0 5 0.1C
in the presence of 2 M GdHCl. The melting curve is remi-
niscent of what observed for latent-45, which showed a
comparable Tm at the same GdHCl concentration (Fig. 3 b).Polymer-85
The experiments performed on polymer-45 were repeated
on polymer-85. Upon heating to 95C, polymer-85 did not
show any change in the far-UV signal (Fig. 4 a), and no
depolymerization was observed after the temperature ramp
(data not shown). The chemical stability of polymer-85
was assessed via the same protocol used for polymer-45.
Surprisingly, polymer-85 showed a much higher chemical
stability (versus GdHCl), with a C50%pol of 3.5 5 0.1 M
(Fig. 5 b). As for polymer-45, the two main species observed
in SEC were the polymer and the monomer, suggesting that
polymer-85 depolymerization is a cooperative process
(Fig. S4 b). Finally, the combination of GdHCl and temper-
ature highlighted an extraordinary stability of polymer-85.
A thermal ramp to 95C in 3 M GdHCl did not lead to un-
folding, in similarity to the above findings for latent-85
(Fig. 3 b).
To assess whether the samples of polymer-45 and poly-
mer-85 incubated with GdHCl for 30 min had reachedthermodynamic equilibrium, samples of polymers were
incubated with GdHCl for 15, 30, and 60 min. The levels
of depolymerization after 30 and 60 min were identical, sug-
gesting that the 30 min incubation allowed attainment of
equilibrium (data not shown).DLS and TEM experiments
The size and morphology of the neuroserpin polymers were
assessed by TEM (Fig. 6 a) and DLS. In particular, whereas
polymer-45 appears to be similar in size and shape to previ-
ously reported TEM pictures of serpin polymers (24), poly-
mer-85 appears to be longer, thicker, and more rigid than
polymer-45 (Fig. 6 a). Consistent with TEM observations,
DLS experiments revealed that polymers that form after
12 h of incubation at 45C have a size (i.e., hydrodynamic
radius (Rh)) not exceeding a few tens of nanometers (an
average of 42 nm with a polydispersity of 25%); the same
size is reached upon overnight incubation at intermediate
temperatures, below 60C (V. Martorana and R. Noto, Isti-
tuto di Biofisica, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,
CNR, Palermo Italy, personal communication, 2010). On
the other hand, after only 5 min of incubation at 85C, the
size of aggregates reaches the value of several hundred
nanometers (an average of 475 nm with a polydispersity
of 25%). Given the appearance of polymer-85 as long fibers
(Fig. 6 b and Fig. S5 a), we performed a Thioflavin fluores-
cence test to determine whether the polymeric species that
forms at 85C has an amyloid nature. Thioflavin fluores-
cence was measured for all five of the hNS species discussed
here, and the results showed no differences between mono-
meric and polymeric species (data not shown).FTIR characterization of the polymeric hNS
species
We explored key structural features of hNS polymer-45 and
polymer-85 at the molecular scale by FTIR spectroscopy.
In particular, we focused on the Amide I0 band, located
between 1600 and 1700 cm1, which is mainly due to
stretching of the backbone carbonyl group and thus is
extremely sensitive to secondary structure details (25,26).
The FTIR spectra of polymer-45 and polymer-85 samples
were measured along with those of native hNS (Fig. 6 b,
panels I–III). Inspection of the recorded native hNS FTIR
spectra showed a highly structured amide I0 band that was
deconvoluted into different component bands associated
with specific secondary structure features of the protein
(as reported in Materials and Methods). The percentage of
the different components is displayed in Fig. 6 b, panel IV.
The FTIR spectra for native, polymer-45, and polymer-85
hNS exhibit appreciable differences in the relative amounts
of disordered structures, a-helices, and turns (measured
from the bands centered at 1644, 1653, and 1663 cm1;
shown in Fig. 6 b online in yellow, purple, and green,Biophysical Journal 99(10) 3402–3411
FIGURE 6 (a) TEM pictures of polymer-45 and polymer-85. (b) FTIR
spectra of monomeric native hNS at 25C (panel I), hNS polymer-45
(panel II), and hNS polymer-85 (panel III). The amide I band areas
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a certain degree of restructuring of the native hNS fold in
the polymerized species. However, the key difference
emerging from analysis of the FTIR spectra concerns the
amount of b-sheet components. Whereas the bands typically
associated with parallel or antiparallel b-sheet are centered
at 1634 and 1626 cm1 (blue in Fig. 6 b online), the compo-
nent at lower wave numbers (centered at 1617 cm1; red in
Fig. 6 b online) can be ascribed to antiparallel b-sheet struc-
ture displaying a variable number of strands (27) or, equiv-
alently, to a variable amount of interstrand interactions (28).
In our spectra the amount of this component (labeled as
inter-b-sheet in Fig. 6 b, panel IV) increases in the spectra
of the polymerized species compared to that of native
hNS, along with a corresponding decrease of the bands at
higher wave numbers. An analogous shift of the bands
related to b-sheets has been observed and associated with
the formation of amyloid fibrils, which are characterized
by the stacking of several b-strands (28–31). In our experi-
ments, the increase in the 1617 cm1 band can be related
to the formation of multistranded structures, and is compat-
ible with the intermolecular insertion of the RCL as addi-
tional strand in hNS A-sheet. Of interest, we note that the
amount of multistranded (intermolecular) b-sheets (band
at 1617 cm1) is higher in polymer-85 than in polymer-
45. Taken together, the FTIR results show that the two iso-
lated polymers differ in their structural assemblies, and
particularly that polymer-85 displays a more extensive set
of intermolecular b-sheet-like interactions than polymer-
45. Of note, these observations are in agreement with the
polymer-45/polymer-85 stability results described above.DISCUSSION
This work provides a biophysical characterization of WT
hNS in terms of its conformational, polymerization, and
stability trends. After observing two distinct and consecu-
tive hNS conformational changes induced by increasing
temperatures, we set up two specific incubation protocols
in an attempt to isolate the conformationally distinct
species. Each protocol yielded a mixture of polymeric and
monomeric hNS (termed latent-45/polymer-45 and latent-
85/polymer-85, respectively) according to the temperature
at which they were isolated. These species were then bio-
physically characterized, and the results showed that the
hNS conformational landscape displays two additional
levels of complexity relative to previous findings in serpins.
Based on their overall properties, we conclude that latent-45(1600–1700 cm1) are normalized to 100 (open circles). Solid lines are
the best fit to the data, obtained as the sum of different spectral components
(colored curves online). (Panel IV) Percentage of each amide I band spec-
tral component (color-coded online) as for the spectra deconvolution in
panels I–III above. Native hNS, open bars; polymer-45, dotted bars; poly-
mer-85, solid bars.
Monomeric and Polymeric Neuroserpin 3409and polymer-45 match the latent and polymeric hNS species
previously characterized (7,9,32). Indeed, the protocol we
adopted to produce latent-45 is very similar to those previ-
ously used to obtain latent hNS, and, of significance, the
temperature ramp we devised for the production of latent-
45 has a profile identical to that adopted for latent hNS by
Onda et al. (9). However, whereas those authors interpreted
the observed drop in CD signal at 89.4C as being due to the
melting of latent hNS, our data suggest that such a change
(molar ellipticity drops to more negative values) should
instead underlie further secondary structure regularization,
as indicated by the far-UV CD spectra of latent-45 at
20C and 95C (Fig. S1).
An analysis of the data reported here suggests that the hNS
species obtained by heating the latent-45 form is identical to
the isolated and previously unreported latent-85 species,
which is hyperstable, likely representing an energyminimum
(i.e., highest stability) for hNS in the monomeric form. One
can best appreciate the different stabilities of hNS latent-45
and latent-85 by comparing the results of the mixed chemi-
cal/thermal unfolding experiments, where latent-45 displays
a Tm¼ 66.9C in 2 M GdHCl, and latent-85 does not unfold
in 3 M GdHCl up to 95C. Two alternative models may
explain the presence of two hNS latent forms. Upon heating
of native hNS, the change in CD signal observed at 56.4C
most likely reflects the insertion of the RCL into the A-sheet.
The nature of the conformational change that occurs at
87.0C is less easily explained. The CD signal change is defi-
nitely smaller than the one observed at 56.4C, accounting
for a further, albeit minor, gain in secondary structure
(Fig. 2 a). On one hand, latent-45 may reflect an incomplete
insertion of the RCL into the A-sheet, in similarity to what
has been observed for WT PAI-1, a different serpin that
targets tPA (15). On the other hand, the latent-45/-85 pair
may recall what was previously observed in the structures
of D42 and D51 latent tengpin (16,17). Different truncations
of tengpin N-terminus modulate protein stability and confor-
mation (16,17), and in particular the D42 truncation leads to
a superlatent species with a hyperinserted RCL. Therefore,
the additional (although contained) structural regularization
observed for latent-85, relative to latent-45, may be ex-
plained by a more extended integration of strand s4A into
the A-sheet and/or by the regularization of the s1C strand,
which may hydrogen-bond to the edge strand of the A-sheet.
A third possibility is that latent-45 is in fact an inactive but
aberrant conformer, as in the d conformation observed
for a mutant of a1-antichymotryspin (18). All such models
for the latent-45/ latent-85 transition would explain the
CD signal changes and the higher chemical stability
achieved. A high-resolution structural approach, such as
x-ray crystallography, is needed to explore the fine details
of latent-45/-85.
Concerning the polymeric species, the data reported here
suggest that hNS polymerizes differently at 45C and 85C.
Polymer-45 was obtained under conditions very similar tothose adopted for the hNS polymer produced and character-
ized in previous studies (7–9,32). Such polymers are
believed to be formed by swapping of the RCL region
between adjacent hNS molecules, with insertion of (a part
of) the RCL into the A-sheet of the neighboring serpin
molecule (7,9,32).
We have shown that one can produce a second kind of
polymer by incubating native hNS at 85C for 2 h. The
different properties of polymer-45 and polymer-85 are
evident in their chemical stability against depolymerization
and against mixed chemical/thermal unfolding. Both poly-
mers display a strong chemical stability, in keeping with
previous dissociation work performed on a1-antitrypsin
polymers that showed a high chemical stability of the poly-
meric forms (33). Polymer-85 requires a concentration of
GdHCl 0.8 M higher than polymer-45 to be disassembled
into monomers (Fig. 5), and does not unfold upon heating
in 3 M GdHCl up to 95C (Fig. 3 b) (polymer-45 unfolds
at 75C in 2 M GdHCl). Furthermore, the DLS, TEM, and
FTIR results suggest that the two polymers differ in size,
morphology, and b-sheet components. An u-loop, a unique
feature of hNS among serpins, was recently identified in
a crystal structure of hNS (34). This structural feature is
known to support protein-protein interaction, and may
partly explain the stability displayed by polymer-85 against
depolymerization.
A most intriguing question concerns the structural organi-
zation of polymer-85, particularly if it is assumed that poly-
mer-45 is based on an s4A/RCL insertion mechanism, since
this would rule out the possibility that polymer-85 is formed
according to the very same mechanism. Serpin (reversible)
polymerization based on the s7A/RCL mechanism was
previously reported for PAI-1 and MENT; however, this
type of polymer has limited intermolecular interactions
(35–37) and would hardly explain the outstanding stability
of polymer-85. It has been reported that the latent form of
the S49P hNS mutant (but not the WT) can form polymers
(9), and such polymers have been proposed to be formed by
a C-sheet mechanism. According to this model, if strand 1C
is partially or completely displaced, the RCL of an adjacent
serpin molecule can interact with strand s2C, yielding poly-
mers (38). However, a distinctive feature of C-sheet poly-
merization is that RCL-cleaved serpin molecules can be
incorporated into the polymer, whereas this is not possible
for the s4A/RCL polymer model (33). Indeed, when a
mixture of native and cleaved hNS species are incubated
at 45C or 85C, the cleaved hNS is found in the monomeric
fraction only, indicating that neither polymer-45 nor -85 is
a C-sheet polymer (Fig. S6).
An alternative mechanism of A-sheet polymerization was
recently proposed (21). Based on the crystal structure of a
domain-swapped dimer of antithrombin, where the RCL
and the following s5A (in the primary neuroserpin sequence,
strand 5A starts right after the end of the RCL (which in
cleaved and latent forms becomes strand 4A) are the swappedBiophysical Journal 99(10) 3402–3411
3410 Ricagno et al.region, it has been suggested that the formation of serpin
polymers by intermolecular RCL insertion would also entail
the swap of s5A (21). Such a model is compatible with the
biophysical data reported here for hNS polymer-85. In partic-
ular, the high thermal and chemical stability observed imply
a tight association between the polymer components, and the
1617 cm1 FTIR band suggests an increased amount of inter-
b-sheet hydrogen bonding in polymer-85. These observa-
tions would therefore indicate that the fine structural
organizations of (hNS) polymer-45 and polymer-85 are not
the same. However, the data reported here are compatible
with other possible schemes, such as 1), if polymer-45 is
formed by partial RCL intermolecular insertion into the
A-sheet, then in polymer-85 the RCL may be fully inserted;
or 2), if in polymer-45 theRCL is completely inserted into the
A-sheet, then polymer-85 may be built by an as yet undis-
closed interaction or domain swap.
CONCLUSION
Our results indicate that one given serpinmay formmore than
one polymer type. Although the physicochemical conditions
we employed to produce polymer-85 are extreme, it should
be considered that serpin stability and the energy required
for specific conformational changes may vary markedly
under different conditions, as previously noted (39). Thus,
a polymer that for hNS (here in 10 mM Tris, 50 mM KCl,
pH 7.4) can be formed only at high temperature might
become accessible under different conditions and/or by other
serpins. Furthermore, pathological mutations that lead to
highly unstable serpin variants may dramatically alter the
protein energy landscape and trigger formation of the most
stable polymer under much milder physicochemical condi-
tions. Therefore, in principle, some mutations may lower
the energetic barrier for the formationof polymer-85 to a level
that allows its formation in vivo. Accordingly, the hNS
mutant S49P forms latent and polymeric species at a temper-
ature 7 lower than the WT protein (7).
The data reported here for hNS polymer-45/polymer-85,
together with previous in vivo evidence indicating differential
polymer/antibody recognition (40), suggest that one unique
model of serpin polymerization is probably an oversimplified
view, and that conformational plasticity may still be an under-
estimated molecular property within the serpin superfamily.
Thus, serpinopathies should be considered as an ensemble of
conformational diseases whose molecular bases may not
necessarily adhere to just one common serpin polymerization
model. Furthermore, even in the context of one specific serpin-
opathy, different mutations within the same serpin molecule
might lead to differently assembled polymers.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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